
It is much easier to make measurements
than to know exactly what you are
measuring. - J. W.N. Sullivan
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Inaugural Talk, November 14, 1984

WHERE ARE WE (
BURTON R

.CT AO D.,n I ATt b i

This talk is part of a new role for me. I have

been an experimental physicist for my entire career,

but now I am turned into another kind of beast - a

Director. I have lectured to many a class, given talks

at many scientific meetings, testified at Congressional

hearings, and so I should be used to public speaking.

But this is the first 'Directorial' talk I have given, and

I confess that it has given me more trouble than my

larger scientific lectures.

My theme is "Where Are We Going at SLAC?" To

put this in context, I need to talk a bit about where

we have come from in high-energy physics in general,

and in high-energy physics at Stanford in particular.

Today is the tenth anniversary of what is known

in high-energy physics as 'The November Revolu-

tion.' That Revolution was triggered by the simul-

taneous discovery by Professor Ting and his group at

Brookhaven and the Mark I collaboration working on

the SPEAR storage ring at SLAC of what appeared to

be a new kind of elementary particle which did not

fit into our previous conceptual framework.

In the decade since that discovery we have made

remarkable progress in both experiment and theory.

On the experimental side, work at laboratories all

over the world has given us new information on the

weak interactions; turned up the fourth and fifth

quarks, and if recent experimental results from CERN

are confirmed, the sixth quark as well; discovered a

new lepton, a heavy brother of the electron; given

much new information on the strong interactions;
found the carriers of both the strong and weak in-

teraction; and much more.

On the theoretical side, our view of the structure

of matter and the forces of nature has changed dra-

matically as our theoretical colleagues have absorbed

the results of these experiments into new theoretical

models. These models say that matter at the most

fundamental level is not composed of the atoms of the

periodic table, but rather that these familiar building

blocks of such things as people, trees, planets, and

stars are composite entities built up from fundamen-

tal things called quarks and leptons.

Ten years ago, most physicists believed that there

were four fundamental forces in nature: gravity, the

electromagnetic force, the strong force that holds the

nucleus together, and the weak force that is respon-

sible for radioactive decay.

In this decade a new theoretical framework, the

Gauge Theory, seems to have succeeded in giving us

a unified picture of electromagnetism and the weak

Such an enormous amount of progress was made:i
during the decade of the 1980s that a very distin
guished theoretical physicist, who should have knowni
better, said that it was all over, that we understood
it all, at least in the mass region from 100 GeV t'o
1015 GeV. Over this huge energy region spanning a
factor of 10 million million in energy, the only thing
that the experimenters had to do was to confirm thi
predictions of what was obviously the correct theoret-
ical model of the world. The last time anyone had thi
temerity to make a statement like that was about 10I
years ago - not long before the discoveries of radioac-
tivity, relativity and quantum mechanics completely
transformed the world of physics. The recent assur-
ance that "all is understood" has also proved to be
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W.rng; the model on which the assertion was based cl

made one specific experimental prediction that could b

:e tested at present energies, and that experiment did a:

:t come out as it was supposed to. 0

We are now back to normal in high-energy physics,

where normal means an interplay of experiment, the- a

.y and technology that advances our understanding t
t]

.o nature. These three horses pull the chariot of sci-

ence forward; sometimes one pulls harder than an-

other but all three are necessary. In deference to our

visitors from Washington, I should say that there is a v

fourth element involved in the advance of science; it

is money, and it might be likened to the harness that i-

hitches those three horses to that elegant chariot. r

What might be termed the 'standard model' for r

the advance of science involves an interplay of exper-

iment, theory, and technology. The experimenters,

guided by what we know, test the present theories and

uncover new facts that sometimes fit and sometimes

don't fit into our existing world model. The theorists

take the output of the experiments, particularly those

things that don't quite fit, and use them to extend the

theoretical model to get at a deeper understanding of

how our physical universe works. These new models

require new experiments, and the accomplishment of

those new experiments requires new tools, particu-

larly new accelerators, to give us the ability to probe

more deeply into matter. This sounds very evolution-

ary, and sometimes it is, but sometimes progress in

science comes about from revolutionary advances in

theory or experiment.

Stanford University and SLAC have played a ma-

jor role in both the evolutionary and revolutionary

advance in high-energy physics as long as I have been

here, and I have been here for 28 years. It is unusual

for a scientist to stay in one place so long, but when

I first came to Stanford in 1956 with my new PhD,

I came because I believed that the electron beams

available from the accelerators at Stanford were the

best tools with which to gain a better understand-

ing of the structure of matter. I joined a group of

scientists who believed as I did, but who back then

at least were considered odd by most physicists who

thought that experiments at proton accelerators were

"the only way to go" in high-energy physics. Things

have changed since then; some may still think we are

odd, but that has to do with our personal character-
istics, not our choice of scientific research.

Critical contributions to all three of the areas I

mentioned before, experiment, theory, and accelera-

tors, have been made by scientists working here. The

theorists have contributed their share of both bril-

liant ideas that illuminate the scientific landscape and

"make it all clear" and of red herrings that lead the

poor experimenters into spending years of their lives

hasing dead ends. The theoretical work is important,

ut the theoretical contributions made at Stanford

re not the reason that all of us are here. This lab-

ratory and its predecessor laboratory are supported

ecause of what we do to develop new accelerators

nd because of what we do in the way of experiments

o use those accelerators. So with apologies to my

heoretical friends, I will leave them out in continu-

ng on with this story of where we are going.

Where we are going is determined partly by where

ve come from. When I first arrived at Stanford, the

Vark III linac had just recently begun operation. It,

tself, was a bold step in energy, moving linac tech-

Iology from the tens of MeV that were the maxi-

num energies of existing machines to over 800 MeV.

Mark III was a remarkably large machine - all of

300 ft. long. It was a technological tour de force in

its time, and it was used for many important physics

experiments. To mention but one, Professor Robert

Hofstadter used the beams from that machine to mea-

sure the shape of the proton, showing that it was not

a point particle and determining its size.

The advances in accelerator technology pioneered

at the High Energy Physics Laboratory (HEPL) on

campus were, in the long run, probably just as im-

portant as the experiments done with the machine.

The first colliding beam storage ring was built there

both to pioneer a new technology and to carry out

experiments at a new energy inaccessible without the

new technology. All major accelerators under con-

struction today are colliders of one type or another,

and they all owe much to those early Stanford efforts

on colliding beams that showed the way to get much

higher energy for a given cost.

While all this was going on, a group of scientists

led by Panofsky were thinking about the next step

in linear accelerators. In 1956 the first meeting was

held to begin the conceptual design of a new giant

machine, then called 'the Monster' because it was so

very large. The first beam from that accelerator, the

10,000-foot-long SLAC linac, was delivered in 1966.

Most physicists still thought that electron physics was

an odd backwater, but the story goes that in Wash-

ington the feeling was that if Panofsky thought that

it was a good thing to do, we ought to do it. That's

probably an overstatement, but not by much. We did

have strong support from the theoretical community

who were not quite so narrow-minded as most of the

experimenters.

The SLAC linac was a huge extrapolation in tech-

nology, taking linacs from the then 300-foot machine

at HEPL to 10,000 feet at SLAC. Together with the

innovations in linac technology came innovations in

experimental apparatus, and SLAC began its experi-

mental program with such major devices as the large
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spectrometers of End Station A, the hydrogen bub-
ble chamber, spark chamber systems, etc. The first
major experiment proved the worth of the entire ef-
fort. Taylor, Friedman, and Kendall, in an exper-
iment on inelastic scattering, proved that the pro-
ton had a substructure-it was not elementary, but
seemed to be made up of still smaller entities very
tightly bound into the particle that we call the pro-

ton. As Drell put it at the time, "there seemed to be

seeds in the grapes." It was one of those experiments
that changed our view of the subatomic world.

There were many important linac experiments in
the 18 years that have passed since SLAC's turnon. I

won't describe them; instead I'll turn to work that
went on in parallel to the development of a new linac,
work on colliding beams. In 1961 Dave Ritson and
I started the design of what would be the SPEAR
storage ring. Construction started in 1970, and the
turnon was in 1972. Here, too, together with the

innovation in accelerators was innovation in exper-
imental apparatus. The Mark I magnetic detector
was a powerful tool in its own right, and has been the

forerunner of much more sophisticated devices of the

same general type located at accelerators all over the
world.

I don't have to tell you about physics output of
the SPEAR storage ring - that is the origin of the
November Revolution. The storage ring is still going
strong, and we are just now making major improve-
ments to it to increase the colliding beam intensity.
While it is hard to see more than five years in the fu-
ture in high-energy physics in determining what work

will be interesting to do, it certainly looks like the
high-energy physics program at SPEAR will continue
for at least that long, giving it at least 17 years of
productive lifetime.

In 1970, before the turnon of SPEAR, the first pa-
per on higher energy electron-positron colliding beam
systems was written by John Rees. Out of that pa-
per came the machine that is now PEP, which began
its experimental program in 1980. It, too, had a new
set of experiments of even greater sophistication than

what had gone before, and it is now working to ex-
plore the structure of the elementary particles and

the forces of nature at still higher energy.

In 1978 work began here on a new kind of collid-
ing beam device - what is now called the SLC. The
need for a new technology in colliding beam devices
became apparent to some of us when we took a hard
look at the greatest of all the storage ring colliders,
the LEP project at CERN. This machine is 27 kilo-
meters around and will cost more than half a billion
dollars. The scaling laws for electron storage rings are
well known; size and cost go as the square of the en-
ergy. Given this scaling law, to go up a factor of 10 in
energy would require a machine of some 2700 kilome-

ters in circumference costing about 5
A new technique was needed to con
that our real masters, the taxpayers
to be reasonable, and the SLC seems
nology.

I have gone through this long re
point. No laboratory is a static ent
physics research has an infinite lifetin
linac itself - the reason for building
- is no longer being used for fron
physics experiments, but serves as ai
present generation of storage rings; I
oratory is still doing frontier researcl
ported because of that frontier reseai
because of the innovations in accele
nology made by our own staff and ad
outside this laboratory. Work on t
proceeds while the 'old' facilities are

This brings me to the present and
the question, What now? I can gaz
and make an easy prediction about 1
years.

With the completion of SLC in 19
be back as a forefront facility. It is
linear collider, but it will have unc
able improvement in the SLC project
1986, a new era of experiments w
that we all expect to contribute imp
mation to our evolving view of the
physical universe. If we look at the
particular facility, we can expect s
or 15 years of productive experimel
Indeed, the first SLC improvement ]
under design (polarized beams) evei
chine is not yet complete. We have
what we will be doing until the so
1990s.

What will we do for an encore?

The answer to that question real]
imagination and the initiative of the
tell you what we're thinking about ]
you has a sufficiently bright idea, wE
about, and working on, something
few years from now.

At present we are working towa
of the second part of the SLC's purl
first proposed this facility, we sai<
reasons to build it. The first was to
ments in high-energy physics at a n

' interesting energy range. We will
and I have already mentioned the
gram and its expected duration.

The second was to develop a new
liding beams, which would allow af
of considerably higher energy to be

- I - - 1. T I
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zed for the acceleration of the kind v
for a very-high-energy linear col- b
s aimed at delivering long bursts of I
niform an energy spectrum as pos- d

lers deliver very few bursts within 1(

in that mode their optimization is
I R&D program is already teaching e
out beam dynamics in linear collid-
arn much more when the project is i

)n.

ider optimization seems also more t
optimizing storage rings. It may i

Lre as familiar with them as we are
it will all seem simple, but we are

t them now. There is a group now
alled the Big Collider Study Group l
leoretical physicists, experimental- t
or physicists. This group is study-
optimization with a view toward

iat technical developments are im-
very large machines both practical

ve come out of their studies already.
nuch more efficient radio-frequency
n our present klystrons strongly im-
,f the large linear collider and can
ie cost for a given energy. Neces-
e mother of invention, and, in re-
Id, an rf power source, which uses a
the electron beam in the tube, has
paper and looks to be considerably
n our present klystrons. A combined
rom the Technical Division and the
1 has done a thorough analysis, in-
simulations, and has started on the
proof-of-principle device which we

dy in about two years. This power
Bd to have a peak power output of
- about twice the power output of

we are developing for the SLC -
th of one microsecond, and be more
it. When we achieve it, this will be
t high power pulsed high-frequency
ence. If it performs as expected we
e can reasonably expect to go on to
greater than 90% efficiency.

hing to come out of the very early
rk of the Big Collider Study Group
gher accelerating gradients than we
linac look to be desirable to make

chines. In response to that need, we
ogram to find out just how large an
hient can be obtained in' a structure
AC accelerating structure. It has al-
n that we can get more than 100 MeV

vhat is now used in the SLAC linac. Since this has
een demonstrated in a section about 1 foot long,

have issued a challenge to the Technical Division:

leliver a 1-GeV accelerator less than 30 feet long for

ess than one million dollars. I expect they will do it.

There are many other things coming out of the

arly work of the Big Collider Study Group, which are

>ointing toward research programs which we should

)e carrying out.

In addition to these exciting extensions to the

technology that we have been using here for years

n building big accelerators, people at SLAC and else-

where in the world community are working on exotic

acceleration schemes. These include plasma acceler-

ators and laser accelerators. They probably won't

be practical any time soon, but when they are, they

promise a technology that will lead us to still higher

energies.

Why are we doing all of this? To the people in-

volved in the scientific enterprise the goal is knowl-

edge. We are trying to learn how the physical universe

works, what its structure is, how it was born, how it

will evolve, and how its elementary constituents in-

teract with each other.

Society supports us partly for this reason, but for

other reasons as well. It is true that knowledge is

power, and as we learn more about our physical world,

we are better able to manipulate it to accomplish the

goals of mankind. I have no notion of whether the

work in particle physics that we are carrying out now
will lead to new methods of controlling nature; I can

only say that it always has in the past, but no one

can say whether it will in the future.

As to the future of SLAC, I have already told you

some of the things that I see in the next 10-15 years,

but my real message is perhaps best summarized in

the old axiom that the Lord helps those who help

themselves. Over the entire time I have been at

Stanford, we have continued to develop high-energy

physics here by helping ourselves through the inven-

tion of new theories, new accelerators and new tech-

niques of experiments. How far we will go beyond

the 10-15 years that I can see clearly depends on al3

of you and your contributions to the next generation,

I will do my best to guide the program and obtain

the resources so that what you dream up can come

into existence.

SLAC BEAM LINE, x2979, Mail Bin 94

Editorial Staff: Bill Ash, Dorothy Edminster, Bob Gex,
Janet Sauter, Herb Weidner.
Photography: Joe Faust.
Graphic Arts: Walter Zawojski.
Illustrations: Publications Department.

Stanford University operates SLAC under contract with
rator gradient, or more than 6 times

5
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MARTIN ANDERSON RETIRES
Martin Anderson came to SLAC as a job-shop de-

signer in June of 1964 to work on a four-month assign-

ment. His work so impressed the people he worked for

that he was offered permanent employment. Marty

accepted and became a SLAC'er in July.

Previously, Marty had worked at Cal Research,

the Livermore Lab and Temescal Metallurgical on the

design of nuclear reactors, accelerators and vacuum

systems. His experience fit right in with SLAC's needs.

Marty's first long term assignment was with the BSY

design group. The success of the BSY alignment sys-

tem was the result of his efforts.
-Al Lisin

Marty's next and longest single stint at SLAC was

with the Data Analysis group, from 1966 to 1976. Ini-

tially involved in mechanical design, he soon became

responsible for all aspects of hardware - design, con-

struction, maintenance, and supervision, both elec-

tronic and mechanical, and consequently was pro-

moted to Staff Member, Mechanical Engineer. Ma-

chines with which he was associated bore names such

as Morgan, Itek, IMP, Vanguard, NRI - these are not

the names of Indy 500 cars, but rather of machines for

scanning and measuring film. Some were purchased

(and extensively modified here at SLAC), while others

were designed from the ground up in the lab; Marty

was familiar with the innards of all of them. The

biggest single design project was to 'copy' the Spiral

Reader developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

During Marty's tour with Data Analysis, scanning

and measuring became big business. By the time this

effort finally came to a close in the fall of 1984, eight

years after he had left the group, some 5000 miles of

film had been scanned and four million events mea-

sured, which required almost 500 man-years of effort.

All this was done on hardware bearing his imprint,:;

During the peak of activity, Marty supervised the

efforts of nineteen technicians and three engineers'
working on three shifts.

A couple of Marty's characteristics stick in one's

mind, even eight years later. One is his unfailing:
good nature and ability to work with a diverse crew of'

engineers, technicians, programmers, operating staff,

and physicists. People who can handle that kind of

crowd control could easily settle the Mideast conflict.

The other trait that is still remembered is Marty's re-

spect and compassion for his fellow workers; though

he must have been tempted, he was never heard to

put anyone down. This sensitivity and tact are not

often found in people having supervisory responsibil-
ities such as his.

In 1976 the call went out to draft the ,best people

in the lab to work on PEP, and Marty responded.
-John Brown

He joined Bob Bell and the PEP Ring Magnet

Group developing and building the first bending mag-

net prototypes. By 1977 successful techniques were

established and he became the cognizant engineer for

these magnets. We all remember that great day in

September 1979 when the last weld was made on mag-

net No. 193- on time and within the budget! Never

one to rest on his laurels he soon plunged into the SLC

Arc system, again inventing and developing the tech-

niques for building the now 1000 alternate-gradient
magnets which have truly challenging tolerances. For

the next two years he single-handedly carried all this

project's planning, budgeting and scheduling analy-

sis. When authorization came in 1983 we were pre-

pared and he applied his insight and experience to

the technical aspects of the ensuing large steel and

conductor procurements. The SLC project benefitted

from his past association with Data Analysis for it re-

sulted in the construction, by that department, of the

SLAC Automatic Magnet Measurement Instrument

(SAMMI) and the use of precision scanning stages

for making magnetic measurements of these high-

gradient magnets. These devices have been proven

essential and successful.

Marty is a modest man and may be embarrassed

by all this praise, but in the seven years that I have

known and worked with him I have found him to be

creative yet thorough, innovative but sound of judg-

ment, in a word, a true craftsman. Above all he was

very caring of co-workers - an attribute which earned

him friends in the laboratory that number in the hun-

dreds. We all owe him a great deal.

We wish him and his family the very best in his

new enterprise and recognize that we will sorely miss

him.
-Gerry Fischer

..:.
--
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IN MEMORIAM - JOHN O. WEHNER 1
"A man who knew where he wanted to go and

aid."
That is how John Wehner, who died after a heart

attack on November 1, 1984 was described by his pas-
t:r at his memorial service. John is survived by his

iife, Hildegard, and two sons, John Jr., and Der-
rick. The family requests that donations go to the

:john Wehner Memorial Fund for Cardiovascular Re-

search", at the Stanford Office of Medical Research,
780 Welsh Road, Suite #106, Palo Alto, 94304.

John was liked and re-
spected by all who knew
him. At home his life
revolved around his fam-
ily and his church. At
SLAC he was a conscien-
tious and dependable em-
ployee, an excellent ma-
chinist, a good supervi-
sor, and a good friend
to anyone who needed
:help or advice. He held
what must be a record for
SLAC: he had taken one
day of sick leave in his 25
years here.

Born in Germany, John finished school there be-
fore emigrating to Canada in 1954. He lived in Van-
couver for two years but, during a visit to San Fran-
cisco in 1956, he met his wife-to-be, who had also
come from Germany. They were married the follow-
ing year and John took a job in Redwood City.

In 1959 he was hired by Stanford as the first ma-
chinist for 'Project M,' the forerunner of SLAC. John
worked in the precision assembly shop until 1973. He
honed his skills in every aspect of the work, including
rf brazing, vacuum equipment, precision manufacture

and ultra-clean assembly. He also demonstrated his
leadership qualities there.

For the next ten years he was supervisor of the
Bubble Chamber machine shop where he developed
a reputation for dependability and the ability to pro-
duce under pressure. He was involved in many repairs
and modifications to both the 40-inch and the 82-
inch bubble chambers as well as in fabrication of spe-
cial hardware for experiments. When the last bubble
chamber was laid to rest the workload for the machine
shop fell off and John was reassigned, becoming su-
perintendent of the light machine shop in September
of 1983.

Marion Adams, one of John's first supervi-
sors, summed it up for all of us: "He was
one of our best machinists and was respected
as a supervisor. He will be greatly missed."

-Herm Zaiss

LARRY DIDIER RETIRES
If Larry Didier is as good at assembling his fam-

ly tree as he was at assembling magnets, he will
have a best seller. Having retired in October after
a nineteen-year career at SLAC, Larry is writing his
autobiography. "One of my hobbies is researching my
family tree," Larry explained. "I figured I might as
well write a book, so that my descendants will know
what the family was like."

Larry came to SLAC
as a Mechanical Engi-
neer in the Mechanical
Design and Fabrication
Dept. He quickly became
supervisor of the magnet
fabrication shop where he
became expert at coil fab-
rication and epoxy for-
mulation. He also super-
vised the precision assem-
bly shop for a year af-
ter that group's supervi-
sor, Dick Messimer, re-
tired.

Among many other jobs here, he developed the

epoxy techniques for the SPEAR magnets and various
detector solenoids. He also supervised the manufac-
ture of the magnets for the PEP ring. In 1981 he was
asked to aid in the design and manufacture of a large
magnet system for Lawrence Livermore Lab. The so-
called 'Baseball Coil' for that system was built here.

Larry was roundly toasted and roasted by a host of

his friends at a lunch last October 12. Leo Giannini,
who was trained by Larry, observed that Larry in-

vented most of the fixtures used there, because noth-
ing was available at the time to do that type of work.
"We needed a coil winder for winding heavy conduc-
tor," Leo recalled. "So Larry found a surplus Navy
gun-mount and modified it into a coil winder. Bill
Brunk, who relies heavily on the magnet shop to turn
his paper designs into hardware, characterized Larry
as one of SLAC's better supervisors.

Larry was a Navy fighter pilot in the South Pa-

cific during World War II. After the war he spent two
years in medical school but then went on to get a Me-
chanical Engineering degree from UC Berkeley before
coming to SLAC.

Having helped his wife, Louise, who is a registered
nurse, to raise their five children, Larry will devote a

portion of his new-found free time to helping her in
her medical transcribing business. Larry finds that
his study of medicine comes in handy for understand-
ing some of the terminology he encounters. "I also get
to do the delivery work," he says.

-Herm Zaiss

I _
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- THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SLAC FOOTRACE
Runner

Dick Phelps
John Butler
Will Oren
Lorenz Muller
John D. Kennedy
Dave Bostic
Steve MacKenzie
Bruce Sawhill
Jim Clendenin
Adolfo Gutierrez
Gabor Bartha
Steve Rock
Jan Bijleveld
Robin Gray
Jim Perry
Ed Lioens
Norbert Wermes
Ron Johnson
William Florida
Alex Gallegos
Al Lisin
-erh Weidner
Ron Sax

Ed Schulte
Betru uiebebe
Ca: Threadgill
Terry Martin
Sandy Rockowitzi;
Rod Harrison ;"n
S. Rengarajan' i:
Karen Fant
Steve St. Lorant
Herman Winick:.

Place Time Runner
34 29:01.9 Tim Chervenak
35 29:23.6 Geoff Mills
36 29:26.7 Peter Bosted
37 29:45.1 Jerry Minister
38 30:14.2 Dick Johnson
39 30:14.2 Richard Buchu
40 30:47.4. Joe Grandov
41 31:10.2 Frank Lago
42 31:18.4 John Brown
43 31:20.3 Harold Ito
44 31:25.0 Don Groom
45 31:29.9 Al Odian
46 31:36.1 Lee Wilcox

*47 31:43.8 Charlotte Hee
48 31:50.8 Bob Gex
49 31:56.8 Charlie Martin

*50 32:18.2 Wily De Haas
51 32:28.1 Wouter Broers
52 32:36.8 Ed Tillmann
53 32:48.7 Joe Faust
54 33:08.0 Lamont Barton

*55 33:23.7 Nina Adelman
56. 33:53.9 Jenny-Ann Khaw
57:34:00.8 Peter Galiego
58 34:16.4 Mary Crume
59 35:30.9 Bob Laughead
60 39:13.4 Roger Miller
61 39:13.4 Perry Wilson
62 39:32.2 Clarence Noyer

*63 .39:32.8 'Rick Iverson
*64 39:34.6 Mary James

* Award Winners

Dick Phelps - Fastest Man, top

Karen Fant - Fastest Woman, right

Mary James - Best Finish, left

Photos by Tom Nakashima
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Time
21:53:0
22:18.4
23:18.3
23:18.3
23:22.7
23:24.2
23:36.7
23:56.6
24:29.2
24:31.4
24:43.6
24:47.2
24:50.6
25:06.1
25:08.4
25:36.5
26:14.9
26:19.4
26:30.4
26-30.7
26:40.2

27:56.4
28:03.9
28:19.'9
28:24.8
28:25.9
28:30.0
28:50.3
28:52.8
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